“Be amazed by the Delian Civilization – Live your Myth”

Delos island is one of the most important mythological, historical and archaeological sites in Greece. It had a position as a holy sanctuary for a millennium before Olympian Greek mythology made it the birthplace of Apollo and Artemis. “The Temples of Apollo and Hera” and the “Terrace of the Lions” are some of the sites according to which UNESCO inscribed Delos on the World Heritage List, citing it as the "exceptionally extensive and rich" archaeological site which "conveys the image of a great cosmopolitan Mediterranean port". Due to the hotel’s location (opposite of Delos), our architects were inspired to use elaborate mosaics, patina marble columns and hand carved marble to decorate the resort, reminiscent of the glamorous Delian civilization.

This culture package includes one way transfer to Mykonos Town, boat, museum and guide fees, Delos sightseeing kit (including hats, mineral water, book of Delos, face spritzer to prevent dehydration), two 25min traditional olive oil massages to refresh after the excursion and two coffee cups and saucers inspired by the Delian civilization from Hotel’s exclusive tableware.

**Type:** culture

**Price:** Supplement of 298 € per couple.

**Dates valid:** 8 May 2017 to 10 October 2017

**Please note:**
- No refund on unused package inclusions.
- No substitutions for package inclusions.
- This package may be cancelled due to weather conditions, if boats are not travelling.
- Package inclusions must be used within the time frame that the package is booked.